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est described by comedian Joan Rivers as “The Three Tenors meets The
Rat Pack,” The Sicilian Tenors are a must see show filled with the power and
beauty of operatic tenor voices singing marvelous songs and arias as they should
be sung, combined with lighthearted fun for all ages. The Sicilian Tenors take your
audience on a romantic journey from Hollywood to Broadway and, finally, to Italy
with all time favorites such as Be My Love, O Sole Mio, and Music of the Night.
Accompanied by a grand piano, big band, or a full orchestra, the show works well
in any venue, and can be tailored for any audience.The Sicilian Tenors recently
performed a sold out night at Carnegie Hall and hope to be singing for you in the
near future!
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The description that Joan Rivers gave these three virtuoso tenors,“The Three Tenors
meet The Rat Pack,” is certainly apropos, but their show is so much more as they take their
audience on a romantic journey from Hollywood to Broadway, and then to Italy with favorites
such as Be My Love, O Sole Mio, Nussun Dorma, Music of the Night, and even some of Sinatra’s
biggest hits.

Now Offering “A Christmas Amore’ ”
This show comes wrapped in sparkling holiday paper, tied with festive bows as it celebrates the
season with timeless Christmas melodies such as Adeste Fideles and O Holy Night combined with
powerful Italian classics to create a truly unique and unforgettable holiday concert. In addition,
your local chorus or choir can join in with the Tenors in the second act, which always results in a
big bump in ticket sales for your venue.
Both of these wonderful shows also feature beautiful projections of Sicily and Italy, wonderful
storytelling, and some very funny jokes that the entire family can enjoy!
Aaron Caruso is a graduate of the University of Michigan, School of Music. He studied
opera in Italy, and studied an additional eight
years in New York City with Maestro Luigi
Veccia, who studied under Marcello and
Mario Del Monaco. Aaron has performed at
most major Italian festivals in the U.S., and has
performed at Carnegie Hall multiple times. He
also specializes in Classic Neapolitan music.
Aaron was chosen to sing the role of Mario
Lanza on Broadway after actor Danny Aiello heard him sing and
arranged a meeting with producer Sonny Grosso.The show will be
produced by Phil Ramone.
A performing artist since early childhood,
Elio Scaccio has been singing virtually
his entire life. Classically trained under the
supervision of renowned opera tenor, Gran
Wilson, Elio’s pop-classical debut CD, Lettere
D’Amore, was released in the fall of 2010,
and is comprised of original compositions as
well as well-known Italian classics. Currently,
Elio performs in a myriad of venues nationally, including concert halls, festivals,TV and radio, performing an
equally broad array of musical styles.

Sam Vitale is a graduate of the University of
Michigan, School of Music. Following that he
studied under the late Maestro Luigi Veccia,
in New York City. Sam has performed the
lead tenor roles in Carmen, La Traviata,Tosca,
L’Elisir d’Amore,The Phantom of the Opera,
Don Giovanni (performed in Cortona, Italy),
and Pagliacci, which he performed in English
in Maryland, where he lives today with his
beautiful wife Leesha and wonderful family.
Sam is the president of the award winning Xerox Agency, Complete
Document Solutions, Maryland LLC. He is a proud USAF veteran of
Desert Storm.
David Gross studied music at Juilliard and
received his Bachelor’s from New York University. For the past thirty years he has worked as
a conductor, accompanist, music director &
arranger for many of the top stars in the business including Luciano Pavarotti, Andrea Bocelli,
Shirley Bassey, Englebert Humperdinck, Bobby
Vinton, Aretha Franklin, Eddie Fischer, Sandler
& Young, Jerry Vale, Suzanne Somers, and many
others. David, enjoys guest conducting “POPS” which he has done
with the Toledo Symphony, Sacramento Symphony, Ocean City Pops,
Nevada Pops, and Nelson Riddles’ Orchestra.
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